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RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED 
130 N COUNTRY CLUB RD, ADA OK 74820 
1 (855) 505-0784 
 
January 20 2023       MEMORANDUM: # 211 
 
 
ASSESSMENT OF FRAUDULENT CONTRACTOR CLAIMS 
 
CHILD ABDUCTION TO IMPAIR SERVICES OF NORTEL NETWORKS 
No contract existed for future support of the product specified to be a local WAN-based reporting tool 
themed SSR (Sprint Services Report); a database parser.  Bandwidth requirements were 10 mbps with 
Oracle RDMS back-end, then in experimental development with the PHP language and licensing issues 
later resolved by public adoption of PHP in public commercial use, MariaDB licensing issues, and 
ordinary enforcement aspects of a royalty-free scalable solution. 
 
MID DEVELOPMENT CHANGES 
Late in development, the product was tasked with VPN access for 56Kbps access and oversold without 
change in written contract specifications to provide multiple nationwide clients access to such data; in 
real time.  This is what happens when sales people go to meetings and represent 1099m contractors 
deliverables without reading the actual specifications document and design scope of the product sold. 
 
Criminal claims to extort NORTEL Investors and SPRINT 
2003 September claims to suggest the disposal of such product for unfitness, never expressed at any 
billable time of a 1099m contract; appear to be “criminally designed false claims by TEK SYSTEMS 
EMPLOYEES” to conceal a secondary project tasked to the contractor to AUDIT a “TEK SYSTEMS” team 
and report made which was a “finding of fraud” by the TEK SYSTEMS employees. 
 
The employees claimed they were developing a similar report to the SSR, and it was royalty free and 
scalable without cost, proprietary software, and entitled sale and sublicense by Nortel Networks. 
 
The auditor (JAMES ALLEN) discovered that the team had purchased off-the-shelf API products with 
substantial cost to function as middleware, reporting these 3rd party products “As if they were in-house 
software developed and owned by NORTEL NETWORKS”.   
 
Because the project goal was to deploy an unlimited number of (originally localized report generators, 
exploiting database replication on the Oracle server to manage synchronizing changes to regions as is 
best practices at that time), the TEK SYSTEMS product was not fit for the specifications.  Further, a 
memory leak which caused it to fault after a fixed interval, in the 3rd party API, was causing issues 
obligating this review to clarify why the alleged source code developers had not found and fixed the bug 
in the code allegedly sold in full to NORTEL”.  On discovery of fraud in product presentation, the report 
of such 3rd party software was delivered, and WIRELESS ENGINEERING was informed that the group 
responsible for the fraud had been liquidated.  Over 80,000 employees were laid off with severance 
packages paid to some at that time, so this was relatively unnoticed and rudimentary work.  No malice 
or thought to any false claims of employment by ALLEN were reported, either to him or to his agency 
(the correct channel for all lawful complaints, of record). 
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Sprint Services Report accomplished its goal, to restore $2 million USD per month in billing refused 
payment due to a reliance on mail routing to handle requests and work tickets prior.  An employee had 
left the firm, and tickets were piling up in that inbox despite no employee to answer them.  On 
identification, the missing employee and job process was resolved, making the entire hiring profitable to 
NORTEL and resulting in a “vital employee” mark that prohibited release early from contact for JAMES 
ALLEN, as well as solicitation to rehire in violation of a global company HIRING FREEZE order. 
 
It was reported that this budget was paid for despite the HIRING FREEZE by appropriating money from 
the copier repair fund for the campus, which was no longer in use due to the layoffs, affording a limited 
time to return to check on the product and speak with the developer assigned to “maintain” the 
application. 
 
DEVELOPER ASSIGNED UNQUALIFIED 
The VISA hire who was assigned to manage the SSR did not know PHP language beyond limited object 
oriented coding; and could not read the “very simple” data loops and structures in a monolithic design.  
Initially he complained there were not enough COMMENTS in the PHP code; but as most developers of a 
high level language know – the code is human readable at source and ordinarily does not require any 
COMMENTS to follow basic query, parse, print routines themed juvenile design for a report product. 
 
ERRORS EVIDENT IN INTERNAL PRACTICES 
Internally, the ORACLE system was maintained by another department, and mid-way through such work 
the database was re-ordered.  This decreased speed and performance, a metric in design, and violated a 
written agreement in the specifications document not to alter the database or table structure; from 
which a period of work was required to modify the report to utilize relational database requests rather 
than serialized data.  Data serialization and data structure is critical, and despite agreements – these 
were not performed as contracted by the Nortel group.  While today we think nothing of a relational 
database call, at that time 200 MHz was considered “Fast”, and the overhead impacted the report 
speed.  Today most computers run at 3700-5400 MHz, and servers at 2200-2700 Mhz by contrast.   
 
The equivalent of this would be like parsing the database of all the customers and inventory and sku 
information for BEST BUY USA, along with all customer service tickets, on a cell phone cpu.  Possible, but 
not ideal or efficient.  It was a “stop-gap” product. 
 
STOP GAP MEASURES 
At the time of hire, NORTEL pledged they were hiring 30+ developers for a new WIRELESS ENGINEERING 
TOOLS DIVISION, whose goal was to “explore alternative server and language options” to avoid reliance 
on ORACLE JAVA platform – a decision that would later prove exceptionally wise in light of the failure 
and shortcomings of JAVA over 2001-2023.  JAVA is still working, but PHP runs the Internet. 
 
In fact, only 6 full time developers were hired for any period of time, and only JAMES ALLEN remained 
with an artist and a department manager overseeing such work.  Eventually both stopped coming in, 
and accepted early termination severance packages, leaving JAMES ALLEN to run what was then the 
WIRELESS ENGINEERING TOOLS DIVISION.  Originally on the 13th Floor, the group was moved to the 1st 
floor, and during ISO filing for business in Europe, a coke machine was “pushed in front of the door” to 
hide the room.  “If anyone asks who you work for, tell them it is the Bank (down the hall).” Were the 
instructions -because apparently in the rush, the entire department was omitted from the ISO filing; and 
the company would be disqualified if this omission failing the ISO standards were disclosed.  So, for 20 
years, the omission was not disclosed.  Even after the 2011 collapse of Nortel in Bankruptcy. 
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SECURITY BREACH 
During this time, James Allen noticed that security at the facility was poor.  At one point, Veronica Marie 
Petersen entered the facility without challenge, and accessed the 13th floor, alleging she imagined he 
was having an affair at the office because he worked very late.  These “magical ideas” were early 
indications of a more serious mental health issue, but revealed that Veronica Marie Petersen had prior 
worked for NORTEL NETWORKS, and left without returning her badge.  She retained and used the badge 
to enter into the NORTEL facility and access the area, without successful challenge by the entry security, 
because she had never been properly removed from the system.  Despite being a contractor; this 
exposed a terrible security practice that would later be critical to the failure of NORTEL. 
 
It also explained how, on the final day, employees disgruntled with the layoffs absconded with the 
executive chairs from the board room, and rolled them out of the building past security as if they owned 
the place.  On sitting, waiting to be picked up by Veronica Marie Petersen, who had the $32,000 NISSAN 
MAXIMA car at that time and keys to the apartment at 2502 Live Oak St #335 Dallas TX, where she and 
her daughter and newborn son were living at the expense of James Allen; Allen observed an employee 
walking out with a full SUN MICROSYSTEMS workstation.  Those machines were valued at $10,000 USD 
or more; similar to the one he used at Sykes Enterprises.  If not for the imminent threat and prior 
physical violence, prompting fear of abduction of his child threatened in prior domestic violence, he 
would have reported this suspected theft – but was unable to do so because he was focused on getting 
his son safely to Oklahoma where he had secured future employment to support the child, had housing 
and medical care waiting in the form of a pediatric practice and peers of the child’s grandmother 
CHARLYCE ANN KLEPPER, and family members with over $5 million USD to assist should the child need 
anything in their relocation or early childhood care.  Psychiatric care for domestic violence and family 
counselling had also been promised, on pledge of $10,000 USD paid to TRINITY MEDICAL CENTER, to 
clear the debt of Veronica Petersen so she was in agreement to move the children at that time. 
 
All claims to the contrary are fraud, and based on those claims the potential damage to NORTEL 
NETWORKS by the misuse of the badge and belligerent behavior of Donald Jonathon Beal in his then 
discussed operation of a 1/3rd of the LOSTSERVER.NET group with SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER Jared 
Mauch and DIRECTOR OF IP ENGINEERING Dorian Kim of NTT COMMUNICATIONS – the largest 
competitor to Nortel Networks at that time, and their operation of CANADASUCKS.COM to harass and 
abuse Nortel in alleged “retaliation” for the “perceived slight” of terminating Veronica Petersen from 
her prior incomplete contract – begin to take focus. 
 
Veronica Petersen was terminated for job abandonment, per her testimony to James Allen, so done out 
of shame because she became intoxicated at the Nortel job site and flashed her breasts at other 
coworkers who took photos.  She alleged these photos were circulated among coworkers, resulting in 
her embarrassment and decision to stop going to that job after her poor decision, having refused to 
report the incident to HR or seek re-instatement supported by James Allen. 
 
This conduct was later evident in images sent to James Allen showing Veronica with other men, in the 
nude in public places, including at an apartment complex in photos, and such photos made after the 
birth of her first child and prior to meeting James Allen or after she left the family home, taking the 
children to conceal outside the County aided by Iva Petersen and Donald Beal. 
 
Based on such conduct and statements, no claims of Veronica Petersen are believed to be valid.  
Veronica Petersen also reported she had been terminated at a call center, and could not go back.  This 
fraud was discovered when the call center telephoned and explained they were holding her job for her. 
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EMAIL CLAIMS IN 2002 
Claims that some contract or 1st birthday of the child were not attended, which is in May of 2002, are 
fraud. 
 
The 7750 Willow Winds Court Building 24 #224 Dallas TX 75230 was destroyed by fire in early 2002, 
disruption and all Internet services were disabled during such event.  Mail servers were offline, and no 
correspondence with Veronica Marie Petersen ongoing in that period of time as claimed by Donald 
Jonathon Beal in his 2003 September extortion letter to Elizabeth Peta May Botelho. 
 
Restoration of servers in 722 S Haskell Ave, Dallas TX 75223, were initially impaired due to non-payment 
for a T1 data circuit; and such liability concealed from debts of “TERRABOX.COM CO” prompting a 
finding of incomplete books by Sarah Moore, the CFO retained to perform the certification for a 
securities offer by Brian Wolfe.  This was witnessed by Michael Marino, the CEO retained who initially 
hired in good faith the SHADOWDANCERS L.L.C. company to lease such space and upon terms later 
broken by Brian Wolfe, including refusal to return property and abuse following the assault at gunpoint 
and carjacking against James Allen on the Southeast Side of the building on Garland Avenue. 
 
Resort to suggest some “email correspondence” and civil relationship sought or maintained during such 
activity; are contrary all reality and a fabrication to kidnap the child.  This is evident in the language and 
the use of the company names to abuse, defame, and commercially attack by inclusion of the legal 
name of the ALLEN companies in META DATA tags to harm their search engine placement by Donald 
Jonathon Beal under the legal name “Friends of Veronica Petersen and Don Beal”, which incorporated 
the ”jamesisalittlebitch” file as its header – communicating the genuine nature of such child 
concealment and extortion behind the disparaging language later adopted in the “mythology” created 
to justify the narcissistic grandiose delusion of “rescuing” the child from the “emotional abuse” of James 
Allen – and coordinating with other persons to steal the child away and conceal the child. 
 
All of which the parties filed to the DALLAS COUNTY DISTRICT COURT as “abandonment” by ALLEN. 
 
Whether Veronica Marie Petersen is simply an idiot, or Donald Jonathon Beal is an idiot, and the other 
party faked the emails used to suggest this was a real communication with the real father – no one 
knows.  No email has been produced to suggest such claim signed with the PGP key of JAMES ALLEN, nor 
is it likely there will be as they do not exist. 
 
More likely is that the entire “email correspondence” with James Allen and alleged written agreement 
to attend events, is a fraud to deceive the public; sustained over many years in a criminal plan by both 
abducting parties. 
 
Specifically, Amy Snelgrove asked James Allen if he would like to attend an event at the park, and see his 
son – which was initially witnessed by Elizabeth Botelho.  It was stated that invitation through a third 
party sounded practical, but was preceding threats describing assaulting and abusing James Allen at the 
park should he attend, also witnessed by Elizabeth Botelho, at which time the group decided not to 
participate in such activity due to public written violent threats.  No direct or RSVP was or is necessary in 
such conduct, and the tone of such conduct is evident in threats which follow from Donald Jonathon 
Beal and Veronica Petersen false claims to conceal this activity and intimidate the clinical psychologist 
treating the child for resulting anger management issues in 2015 arising from his loss of all 
communication with his biological father under these violent and sustained conditions. 
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Duration of Fraud Exposes Criminal Malice and Forethought in Planning 
As of 2002-2004, the parties continued in commercial extortion of JAMES ALLEN jointly; and to harm all 
support for the child; to carry out a scheme of criminal entrapment and interference with the company 
in the State of Oklahoma from the State of Texas across State borders and on a Global scope of fraud. 
 
In 2008, threats being sent to JAMES ALLEN to harm his commercial use of MySpace.com and harass his 
customers and business became so extreme – that the company elected to drop the platform and move 
to a relatively unknown provider called FACEBOOK to escape the abuse.  User “Reginald” is an alias of 
Donald Jonathon Beal, and his “delusional ideation” of these mental health disorders projected on 
James Allen, and criminal coercion in purposeful use of FALSE LEGAL NAME and metaphorical characters 
invented to evade law enforcement – then sent directly to JAMES ALLEN and his associates to harass, 
witnessed by Elizabeth Botelho in 2007-2008; further sustain the stalking and commercial fraud in the 
concealment of Magnus Vincent Petersen from his family in Oklahoma and (at such time) ORDERED 
POSSESSION entitled to his father.  No report of the location of the child was made, and refused by 
STATE OF TEXAS on inquiry, to sustain this abuse – for which the child was raised to hate his father as if 
it were a voluntary abandonment to instill permanent alienation from the Allen family. 
 
This is sustained in threats in January 13th 2023 to SHADOWDANCERS L.L.C., and in January 4th and 6th 
2023 threats with photographs of the offices of RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED, in addition 
to over 150 such threats since November 4th 2022. 
 
The content of the threats, surprisingly, has not changed very much from the original 2003 narrative 
fraud delivered to witness Botelho; after which her refusal to concede her intent to testify was met with 
threats by the group consisting of Alicia McMahon, Bobby Scarbrough, Donald Beal, and Veronica 
Petersen. 
 
IP Address information analyzed in 2022 December shows that these threats originated from 2323 Bryan 
St, Dallas TEXAS 75201 dedicated server address space in at least one instance; meaning that COGENT 
COMMUNICATIONS or its collocated peers at COLOMART.COM (a 2005 confirmed employer of Beal) 
were responsible. 
 
In 2005, Donald Beal did contact James Allen via Hotmail at his STRYX email address, showing he both 
knew the address the entire time and further had the means to contact the child’s father at any time 
during the 2001-2005 July 7 period.  In this message, he admitted that Veronica Marie Petersen was 
mentally unstable, and stated that she “should be plucked from the planet” – a statement that suggests 
in context to other threats that such solicitation is to murder or kill Veronica Marie Petersen and to 
entice James Arnold Allen to be an accomplice in such activity. 
 
Because this was a threat of murder, following attempted murder in two counts of Allen, no response 
was sent in reply to Beal; and the email cataloged for evidence in the complaint seeking child recovery. 
 
On 2012 cross-examination during MOTION FOR ORDER OF PROTECTION against Donald Beal sought by 
James Allen in October, Donald Beal admitted his legal responsibility for the prior 2002-2004 website 
and false legal name and false legal name use in registration to conceal his identity, later using 
domreg@lostserver.net and 2323 Bryan St Dallas TX 75201 in that 2nd “JAMESARNOLDALLEN” 
registration to extort and blackmail Allen, SHADOWDANCERS L.L.C., and RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES. 
 
 

mailto:domreg@lostserver.net
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Mental Health Issues Do Not Excuse Long Term Scheme 
These acts are not “emotional outburst” or “momentary poor judgement”, and represent a coordinated 
plan requiring two or more persons to carry out over time.  Only the child, now an adult, Magnus 
Vincent Petersen, can actually attest to who specifically told him the false stories which convinced him 
to remain concealed as he became old enough to seek contact on his own; and such child is now 
concealed from habeas corpus by STATE OF TEXAS and STATE OF OKLAHOMA refusal to process the 
claims as genuine TITLE IV-D AGENCY fraud. 
 
We observe in such conduct, clear premeditated pathological lying with a clear intent to defraud and 
clear knowledge of liability for criminal and civil wrongdoing, based on the use and exploitation of FALSE 
LEGAL NAME to harass, menace, follow, contact, and impersonate JAMES ARNOLD ALLEN and other 
persons to intimidate the commercial activity of RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED. 
 
This conduct in 2003 and 2008, when the child was 2 and 7 years old, in consistent pattern – rules out 
the possibility that the child is the perpetrator; despite the child-like and egocentric delusional 
grandiosity of the statements and improper disordered thought evident in assignment of “ego disorder” 
thinking to ordinary “organizational liability and policy statements” employed by any company. 
 
Specifically, the writer seems to have a clear incapacity to recognize that the REGISTERED AGENT speaks 
for multiple persons jointly or a formal organization, or on behalf of such entity at law, and applies 
improper and disordered thinking to any use of the term “we” in publications; to carry a clinical delusion 
that the speaker is being “criminally deceptive and dishonest, with intent to defraud” by any use of 
organizational standing or positions.  In other writing, the party cannot appear to distinguish that James 
Allen is speaking as a representative of stakeholders who do not wish to be identified (or menaced, or 
followed home or their property photographed in such conduct to abuse them); and the writer speaks 
as if this is a personal issue by an individual, supporting the delusion. 
 
This is not unique to Donald Jonathon Beal, and specific passages where Brian Wolfe also fails to 
recognize he is dealing with an organization by repeatedly and abusively referring to the Oklahoma firm 
and its representative in CONTRACT WITH HIM THEN FORMALLY, as if it were an individual W2 worker 
seeking employment rather than a corporate out-of-state entity operating in ordinary commerce.   
 
While “TERRABOX.COM CO” d/b/a Brian Wolfe today, forfeit in 2004 and operating in 2001-2004 only; 
continues to be cited in 2011 letters by Donald Jonathon Beal; the reliance on these “defunct” and 
“dissolved” entities to prop up the business claims of Donald Jonathon Beal further does not deceive 
witnesses who are familiar with the destitute and condemned conditions of the 722 S Haskell Avenue 
building, or the false statements that such destruction of walls in the office and injury to animals 
concealed by Brian Wolfe, later admitted in transcript on cross-examination by Elizabeth Botelho and 
filed with the PONTOTOC COUNTY DISTRICT COURT showing such abuse, reported also by Alfonzo 
Alvarez in separate transcript suggesting human trafficking and dehumanizing to conceal victims by 
direction of TERRABOX owner Brian Wolfe; the 2011 support of TERRABOX in any degree before Federal 
or State Justice Department employees should be proof of a criminal conspiracy against rights in activity. 
 
Proof of conspiracy, and indictment or charge for such crime, are legally separate matters – and it is not 
a crime to cite the 18 U.S. Code section 241 rule, which would bar such conduct by a non-entity such as 
TERRABOX to sustain claims.  It is also likely that Donald Jonathon Beal is using TERRABOX.COM CO and 
TEK SYSTEMS without their permission or consent to fabricate his narrative; and such companies are 
possibly victims of the same identity theft practice carried out to knowingly discourage investigators. 
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MULTIPLE VICTIMS 
This conspiracy activity pretends to be persons who may not be involved.  This is the case in false 
representation of Tammy Schultz, a high school classmate, who has denied any communication with the 
group using her name to extort JAMES ALLEN; and is also suspected to be identity theft in the use of the 
name “Chronister” to extort in 2022 May and June.   
 
While some persons are victims of this organized triangulation, the discovery of medical notes on the 
child supporting the fraud entered by the false testimony of Veronica Petersen; incorporates her actions 
as a willing accomplice to the abuse and commercial fraud, having at all times legal control of the child 
from 2001 to 2023 and employing such control to conceal from the child ORDERED POSSESSION and a 
demand by the Oklahoma parent to see and recover the child.  In court, Veronica Marie Petersen’s 
attorney Sally Pretorious actually plead that she was “Afraid that the Oklahoma parent would abduct 
the child” to obtain an unlawful change of custody – further concealing the child from discovery in 2016. 
 
The prior order is perjury based on hearsay, and was objected to but criminal coercion to threaten 
James Allen with incarceration without possibility of defense was claimed by both Texas Attorneys to 
compel him to rescind the motion for CONTEMPT OF COURT against Veronica Marie Petersen, a criminal 
act in itself. 
 
Companies and clients of James Allen, exposed to this abuse, and the clients and companies of 
SHADOWDANCERS L.L.C. and RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED – and in 2021 December 
incorporating also “DEEP LAYER INC.” to this list of victimized named targeted firms sought in forfeiture 
for “in rem forfeiture” on excessive fines under color of Title IV-D fraud; are enjoined to the activity as a 
commercial class per Title 78 Section 78-54. 
 
PATTERN OF CRIMINAL DECEPTIVE PUBLIC CLAIMS TO INTIMIDATE POLICE 
Among the 2021-2023 threats, the ADA CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT reported that they believed, without 
disclosing the source or cause; that JAMES ARNOLD ALLEN believed himself to be an attorney, and 
further that such person did believe they were entitled to serve criminal indictments or otherwise 
assume the powers of and authority of a grand jury. 
 
This is – clearly – batshit crazy.  But it was presented as if legal fact, by several officers, as if 
propositioned to such false claim – and evidence they put faith in such claims is deeply disturbing. 
 
The right to “press charges”, and to “File a criminal complaint”, as well as the victim’s right to cite the 
specific statutory law which they seek to prosecute the party upon as a duty of the District Attorney of 
the County or United States Attorney or State Attorney General Office, based on specific business law 
and protections guaranteed against felony abuse – is not a claim of authority to represent an indictment 
issued by a Judge or Grand Jury, and the very presumption that such filing of a formal ‘complaint’ shall 
omit the business law or statutory code sought in protection or be void – is a deceptive practice to 
deny a class of specific criminal activity in technical violation of law. 
 
The refusal to file a lawful complaint on substantial evidence of a felony, made presentation to a District 
Attorney or Judge, is misprision of a felony – a crime. 
 
Discretion to prosecute or not prosecute is afforded in certain circumstances, and where such injury is 
de minus (inconsequential), but in the abduction for perpetual concealment of a child or in the abuse 
to disable a commission or right to work of a business or falsely jail a person, it is not so. 
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PROJECTION IN MENTAL HEALTH DEFLECTION CRIMINAL CLAIMS 
 
At the same time this is going on, the perpetrator under FALSE NAME is actually claiming to speak for 
the PONTOTOC COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE, “ADA CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT”, the Judge on the case, 
and for the attorney of the defendant who is counter-suing due to this misconduct already; 
impersonating the “authority” of such public office to deceive the public in preparation of tainting any 
jury trial already granted in 2018 on motion by the victim against such fraud. 
 
Further, is the perpetrator claiming to publish secret information in an GRAND JURY where the GRAND 
JURY did not reach a conclusion of indictment and to allegedly publish the cause for such deliberations 
to further this fraud; in ongoing tampering with the Justice Department; to criminalize JAMES ALLEN and 
to state that he would have been prosecuted and convicted for non-payment of a $70,000 USD demand 
(an excessive fine, illegally by definition and this practice barred as a State Law obligation for 
$500,000,000 USD in grant payments per year to each state, per February 21st 2017 contract duly paid). 
 
This activity is, in essence, “threat of imminent conviction or prosecution to obtain payment of a civil 
debt”, and barred by 15 U.S. Code §1692d, Federal Law, as well as all child support TITLE IV-D programs; 
and an example of criminal coercion prior cited; which in this case is pathologically paired with pronoun 
use to suggest that James Arnold Allen is “transgender” falsely (2023 January and 2022 February-
present). 
 
It does not take a rocket scientist to figure out this is “criminal conspiracy against rights” with a lot of 
twists – but to dismiss such conduct as “just talk” where a real child is injured and a real family is at risk 
of losing the lives of persons over 65 years of age if such person is disabled or jailed – while the 
publisher is also a registered “DIRECTOR” of a real “State of Texas Limited Liability Company” organized 
to shield other clients (COGENT) from liability for these anti-competitive Interstate actions predicated on 
the taking, concealment, and abuse of a newborn child – is obscene criminal intent by degree. 
 
In virtually every case, in any allegation of wrongdoing, from “shell companies” and “false names” to 
“failure to pay child support” and “back taxes” or criminal conviction alleged to blackmail James Allen, 
we find that Donald Jonathon Beal is engaged in that very activity according to his October 9 2011 arrest 
report disclosure and later in the 2020 August 27th establishment of a Texas LLC prior to beginning the 
November 14th 2021 extortion of James Allen immediately after contact by Alicia McMahon the prior 
night.  The sun had not even come up when as of 2:30 am threats began to appear on the RACCOON 
TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED business page from the parties engaged in this scheme and plan. 
 
The offense:  entering into a business where Alicia McMahon and her party were eating to dine with two 
other persons at another table.  No communication occurred, neither verbal or non-verbal, which would 
suggest a civil cause of action to warrant this narcissistic injury and narcissistic abuse. 
 
Alicia McMahon prior, in 2011, attempted to have JAMES ALLEN charged for libel, for reporting her 
conduct and threats in writing as if fictional in a joint effort with Brian Young of Enid Oklahoma.  Brian 
Young did then in identical fashion, threaten an Enid City Councilwoman alluding to knowing persons 
who would kill her and her friend and chop up the pieces and place them in the river.  While the court 
dismissed these claims in Enid, Oklahoma after arrest of Young as “just talk”, the prior 2001 statements 
toward James Allen by associates of Veronica Petersen and Alicia McMahon indicate that the manner of 
violence described was a prior promise of violence already endorsed by both women before the 2011 
attempt to extort Allen using the ADA CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT.   
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POLICE SUCCESS 
Officer Kyler Poole investigated, and expertly assessed the information to disbar the false claims of lack 
of standing as a business; ending the investigation of James Allen in 2011.  However, the report by 
RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED private investigation at a cost of over $2000 USD concluding 
a criminal enterprise to take, conceal, and abuse the child – was not acted upon then and no charges 
were brought against Brian Young and Alicia McMahon for their filing of a knowingly false police report. 
 
Later, in 2021 November, following extortion activity by Donald Jonathon Beal and Alicia McMahon, did 
the officer in the video appear to make bizarre and misleading conclusions – inventing a report and 
fabricating large portions of such report as if coached; which initially bizarre in nature and indicating a 
clear disorder concealing two daylight burglaries in the Pontotoc County region falsely reported as 
imagined by the officer due to his incompetent investigation, failure to speak to other witnesses, and 
fraud to ascribe the report as that of one isolated person in a felony stalking activity then ongoing and to 
influence a registered court case by witness intimidation activity.  Which contributed in 2021 November 
to the later March 2nd 2022 death of CHARLYCE ANN KLEPPER, grandmother of the missing child, by 
perpetrating this fraud and in release of such information to the extortionist on January 28 2022 
request, then used to extort the estate on upload March 3rd 2022 of CHARLYCE ANN KLEPPER. 
 
The inability to connect these cases, or impact on family members due to criminal commercial extortion 
and dismissal of all electronic evidence as non-evidence to taint investigation; paired with physical and 
in-district direct surveillance photography of the business used in ongoing extortion threats as recently 
as January 20th 2023; taken on or around January 6th 2023 – suggest real basis for claims of ‘special 
immunity” in the community granted to family members of former officers and their friends, including 
Alicia McMahon. 
 
Alicia McMahon is an “Ordained Minister”, per court record, concealing her prior theft by check arrest 
and warrant in the 1990s at 925 E 9th St, Ada OK 74820; which she had attributed to perpetrated act 
against her rather than by her to obtain access to the SHADOWDANCERS L.L.C. office at 925 E 9th. 
 
While McMahon enjoyed 3 years of media training, her conduct then after 1999 to publicly “wish death 
upon James Allen” for a scratched or damaged CDROM, attributing such act to malice and criminal 
forethought, echo the same bizarre sentiment and false (Delusional) character employed also by Beal 
and Petersen. 
 
Letters expose such anxiety and emotional disorder in Veronica Petersen, further, which suggest a 
common pathology is present and synergy between the active cooperation of Veronica Petersen and 
Alicia McMahon evident in lengthy transcript in December 2001, which was challenged by Kara Metzger 
as purposeful criminal financial fraud and testimony of damages over $15,000 USD then knowingly 
concealed to defraud and obtain exclusive control over the child not denied by Petersen and McMahon 
in joint threats to silence Metzger.  Some of the statements made by McMahon are deeply disturbing, 
including claims of “knowing” James Allen 10x (ten times) better than Veronica Petersen (who just had 
his baby left after being engaged to him for over a year, fleeing with money and the children to extort); 
and in claims to know and have a special relationship with CHARLYCE ANN KLEPPER, in similar 
“narcissistic backstopping” of parental authority and infantilizing behavior to characterize James Allen as 
a minor child; are evident parts of the common clear emotional criminal disorder operating in the 
concealment of the Allen child over 2001-2023. 
 
Law enforcement appear incapable of processing these emotional disorder claims, and rely upon them. 
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INTENT TO DEFRAUD THE PUBLIC IN COMPETITIVE COMMERCE 
The use of such claims, in concert with Alicia McMahon operating “INFAMOUS PRODUCTIONS LLC” and 
“SCARBROUGH DESIGNS (SDC)” in stark parody of the prior existing separate “SHADOWDANCERS L.L.C.” 
and registered brand “SDP MULTIMEDIA GROUP”, are bizarre “copycat” behavior. 
 
Formal organizations created and run by JAMES ALLEN further appear on her resume in the form of 
“SHADOWDANCERS ALTERNATIVE ARTS ASSOCIATION (SDA3.ORG)” and many hobbies and tradeshow 
events which the firm had participated in from 1991-1997 prior such appearance of Scarbrough, became 
incorporated in the new “manufactured identity” and portrayed as though James Allen and the firm 
SHADOWDANCERS L.L.C. were somehow “copying” her lifelong interests, threatening her in her 
relationships, and any presence of such persons consistent with “stalking” of her person at such events 
(where the firm prior did regular business and was her host and paid her travel costs when she was 
employed by the company formally as an INTERN briefly, for less than 2 years). 
 
Instead of recognizing the business cost and investment in these relationships and commercial contacts; 
Scarbrough began to portray these new avenues as a means of personal authority – and confessed in 
transcripts that she defrauded the company of travel costs in her final event attendance, while obtaining 
payment for such travel allegedly in their employment; while working in her own interests then and 
separately contrary the company goals at their expense.  This is the reason she is incorporated into the 
“DO NOT ADMIT” list for all firms; as this is the second time she has done this – prior at Sykes 
Enterprises – and its discovery affirms a final and second warning after previously and fraudulently 
ascribing SHADOWDANCERS L.L.C. as her partner falsely in content and contracts reported by the client 
– and in claiming to persons according to the same client that she alleged to be the husband of James 
Allen.  These activities, paired with other abusive behavior against a minor child, who has since testified 
to this abuse and her affidavit filed as made January 11th 2023 to the same disclaimer of all allegations of 
improper relations and abuse by Alicia McMahon, specifically to false claims in 2001 December 
Transcript ascribing her as the MISTRESS of James Allen during such effort to aid in the child taking; are a 
serious proof of the long term (1999-2023) organized and pathological abuse of her former employer. 
 
The Oklahoma Tax Commission actually investigated her false claims of equity ownership in the 
company, based on rumors and false claims that she owned memberships in SHADOWDANCERS L.L.C.; 
and such false claims appear in concert with 2013 ongoing threats by Donald Jonathon Beal, to defraud. 
 
One cannot therefore take these commercial allegations seriously, having any direct knowledge of the 
events – but the public is exceptionally vulnerable to such false claims and unable to perform basic due 
diligence or formal inquiries to resolve such basic legal questions; or disclose the source to quash such 
false claims due to the nature of the child welfare and child abuse hoax and terrorist threats involved. 
 
This is not simply a “story told at the dinner table” to private persons, but part of a campaign to incite 
the public to wholly disable a business in INTERSTATE COMMERCE based on the holding of a child, 
threats to real property, false material facts to omit and conceal a JOINT MANAGING 
CONSERVATORSHIP, and a total failure of State Law Enforcement and Regional Federal Law Enforcement 
resulting in a 20 years concealment of a child into adulthood without communication with their parent; 
to normalize “racially motivated human trafficking of children”. 
 
RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED was founded in the midst of this violence by survivors of the 
prior fraud, witnesses who resisted criminal coercion, and to organize a better defense for practical 
services and network products distinct from the intellectual property and franchise business activities. 
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SKILLS ASSESSMENT 
 
In the ongoing fraud, we see a pattern of FOREIGN SOVEREIGN INFLUENCE of clear and criminal degree; 
which seeks to “INVALIDATE” workers who are not “endorsed” by the “unregistered union” active in this 
fraud; and supports a lock-out of labor who will not participate in the prior racketeering activity. 
 
Years of State education and financial capital – conditional payment of entitlements and false fines 
(Bribes) are held to suggest a “qualified right to work” which is wholly in violation of Oklahoma 
Constitution Article XXIII section XXIII-1A. 
 
Claims that JAMES ALLEN (or any person who is not a member of the racketeering labor group) cannot 
perform the job or industry tasks to support extortion barring their employment by these groups; is both 
delusional in its assessment as well as criminal in its ongoing and directed application to child taking. 
 
For example, the 2011 letter seeks to intimidate attorneys by suggesting “James cannot do basic math”, 
and presents a stolen part of a formula to support this claim, represented by the simplified “n=n+1”.  
This is an “inequality” statement.  In Integer mathematics, it is the basic “false” finding; meaning that 
the values do not have the same value.  American public schools education from grade 1—5 teach this 
form of arithmetic.  One would have to be “high or suffering from serious brain damage” to confuse 
that statement with a “proof” statement, which should balance on both side. 
 
In this case, it is a “path function”, used in advanced mathematical representation of space to qualify for 
the distance beyond the maximum range of a fixed quantified environment, such as 0-9.  The range, a 
manifold, defines the scope that the computer can assess.  Like an odometer, at the end of the range, 
the value will move to the lowest value on the far end if it exceeds the range.  Computers have a limited 
(finite) range of numbers they can operate in, and most graphic artists tasks are based on making good 
use of this range.  When computers were simple, the range was very small.  While computers are far 
more advanced 40 years later, the range is still finite – generally.   
 
Path Functions evaluate that a range is a limited distance, and that space exists beyond the end of 
range, whereby additional range beyond the “reckoning” (calculable) distance can be projected through 
a series of compound equations – like a navigation path and waypoints with additional coordinates at 
each end-point to adjust for factors like limited accuracy in systems of measurement and environmental 
drift or disorientation.  These functions are vital for self-driving cars, aerospace navigation and flight 
control, automated complex flight surface management, and orientation – in the same way a gyroscope 
or compass might be.  “n = n + 1” is simply a statement of “max range = max range plus projected plot”. 
 
Where “1” is the representation of the navigational meta data and the projection is the original data 
point to the new data set.  Parallel processing and simultaneous execution afforded in modern 
computers, developed following the prior design and formulas (which are proprietary property); to 
instruct a unit in how to fly beyond the confines of airspace and project (theorize) new directional and 
task-oriented hypothetical models in real-time; are the project work of RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES 
INCORPORATED and its partners since 1998.  For the purpose of teaching computer models “how to 
think and theorize, strategize, and model response including executable and anticipatory premeditated 
intuitive complex plans of action for unmanned systems”. 
 
Given the amount of context to this work, someone would have to be fucking stupid not to figure this 
out, or attempt to claim the prior work is grade school algebra; and the sole purpose then to deceive. 
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NEW ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE HARDWARE DISPUTES 
The prior technology predates the 4 core computer, dual core, and draws on fundamental path and 
vector technology from the 1970s ballistic missile intercept programs and studies; for which most 
computer science programs and vendor certifications for network degrees do not have a curriculum. 
 
ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES (AMD) has worked with the firm to develop such products, and similar 
development efforts with 3D Labs Inc. and display and visualization technology for this sector are very 
specific; reserved for scientific and industrial computing customers only – and completely separate from 
console video games and consumer casual entertainment hardware and children’s products. 
 
Due to potential dual use as a weapons guidance system, strict export limits and controls are necessary, 
incorporating X.509 and other cryptographic signature for access.  Research sites are concealed, not 
open to the public, and consist of workers in 2 person residential dwellings and use of computer systems 
over secure encrypted communication for heavy work; none of which will be hosted on COGENT or NTT 
or other hostile data centers due to the prior criminal fraud activity, stated intent to export technology, 
and abuse to disable the developers by direct threats of violence. 
 
NVIDIA CORPORATION was poised to produce the first generation of ray tracing tensor core technology 
required for implementation, when the Pandemic impacted their market and their firm gained 22x the 
original capital ($2 billion to $44 billion).  At which time, and encouraged by the same foreign data 
center parties, did the companies abuse EVGA CORPORATION to breach their partnership in 2022 April, 
and announce on rejection of their illicit sale to PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA via NATION OF JAPAN 
broker “SOFTBANK” under joint management then by TENCENT CORPORATION DIRECTOR JACK “MA”; 
who sat on the board of SOFTBANK and was then PRESIDENT OF ALIBABA GROUP; that the NVIDIA 
CORPORATION would license the product to the public rather than sell hardware units to private 
companies; while reserving the sale of industrial class equipment to partners in the prior extortion and 
blackmail organization themed an unregistered foreign labor organization styling itself as a “quasi-
government International Organization”. 
 
Whereby, RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED withdrew its support of RTX technology as a 
wrongly created product and upon their use of Oklahoma Trademark No 12341878 in-legal-use since 
1998 in this project for path tracing and advanced hardware ray tracing, with firms including NEXT LIMIT 
and LUXOLOGY and PIXOLOGIC and NEWTEK LLC, and SLICEHOST virtual servers; in whom the firm had 
prior trusted with its development and worked in pre-release of multiple products in the preceding 
years exploring the general Central Processor Unit applications of this real-time or near-real-time ray 
tracing technology incorporated in the 3000 and 4000 series and A100 NVIDIA CORPORATION hardware. 
 
“BEYOND WAR”, and “THE BEYOND WAR PROJECT” are not amused by the sudden and absurd use of 
“BEYOND RTX” and “BEYOND SPEED” and other appropriation in retaliatory action by NVIDIA; and have 
opted to utterly bar the RTX technology from the release of its product as a result of this monopoly and 
limited product offer model proposed and given notice September 2022 to “enter into direct 
competition with BEYOND WAR products prior including AGS and OMNISERVE” using NVIDIA brand 
names that are “XGS Orion and OMNIVERSE”, in look-alike and implementation licensing of software 
and hardware as if original work suggesting a false industrial monopoly over the application. 
 
While we held no concerns regarding this prior 2022, the use of such names and claims of original use 
are clear infringing activity designed to obliterate original researchers and credit for such work; which as 
a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) provider represent a breach of trust by NVIDIA CORPORATION. 
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DESIGN ORIGINS 
Ironically, this issue of market saturation and failure of emergent technology (Such as the FX-74) to 
penetrate the market beyond 10% is the main reason that the BEYOND WAR PROJECT was originally 
drafted.  The desire to run sophisticated applications on low-end terminal systems in real-time 
cooperative play and contrary unreliable national and International connectivity in a persistent state 
shared game experience since the mid-1990s posed numerous problems due to rural dial-up and inferior 
POTs service; which inspired the automation and dynamic state open stack platform known as the M2OS 
and MANIFOLD SPACE ENGIINE (MSE).  While modern broadband solves many of these issues; it does 
not handle the “disconnect” and “shard” server and world elements that other companies used to 
overcome limitations at Activision Blizzard in parallel (and mutually consensual) development. 
 
We are aware that Reykjavik Iceland lied about their project, falsifying both the capabilities and axis and 
collision and threading model; now admitted in their own press releases.  They excused issues like load 
balancing and congestion by alleging lag was a “feature” and such feature in a single-threated Python 
model genius to make “game play fair” when resources on hardware provided by IBM were scarce; in a 
pattern of false advertising both on American television and borrowing over $100 million USD to 
intimidate other companies – later revoked due to violation of the Constitution of Iceland. 
 
With such competitors like that, whose characters are literally racial profiles of “American slave trader 
religious fanatics”, “Black oppressed homeless people”, “Evil money driven capitalists with missiles”, and 
“gallant noble French people whose ships resemble Akira Leiji Matsumoto in every important way one 
can steal intellectual property possible”; because the developers told our representative “Aliens are 
dumb” and “everything is just a percentage test” – prior to skipping out of the lecture pledging to steal 
everything they had just seen in violation of the preview contract; set a new tone in white trash 
European piracy and racial relations with the not-quite-white members of our Chickasaw Nation 
Reservation team and intent to develop such technology for use to bring virtual jobs and virtual 
economy benefits to remote and destitute places like the many small towns and Reservations struggling 
to compete with metropolitan centralization of communications and industrial development activity. 
 
People who live in remote areas, with consumer personal computers, should be able to fairly compete in 
a complex environment that does not discriminate against them based on slower connectivity or local 
economic or educational conditions; and such virtual environments should be built not to favor high end 
professional or sports equipment electronics to participate fully in such a virtual environment and 
economy.  The last mile, and delivering virtual environments using these technologies to consumers, 
with support from dynamic distributed dedicated industrial co-processor logic and graphics systems, 
remains the core network infrastructure mission of RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED. 
 
Mobile devices, and server application support for such “smart” technology swelled during this cycle of 
development, but as predicted the cost and size of such devices ultimately limited the use and purpose 
and role of such hardware, far below that of the BEYOND WAR product by SHADOWDANCERS L.L.C. and 
its mission scope to create a front-end and player API for development of real-world navigation and 
control subsystem automation for a variety of open platform applications and uses; monetizing the 
participation of consumer participation without exploiting those persons of their privacy or rights in the 
development of advanced intelligence mechanisms for expert systems and practical applications. 
 
What that means, is that we develop computer software in an ecosystem, based on standards interop, 
to adapt future hardware and capabilities in abstraction for computer guidance and human-computer 
interface applications in entertainment and real-world self-guided and morally directed technology. 
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FORMULA 
To boil that down to a formula for the illiterate, RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED is the 
middleware developer for “machines who are designed to think, and make moral decisions based on the 
outcome and consequences of their actions, decisions, and to apply abstract directives including 
mechanisms to examine and question their directives validity”. 
 
“n = n + 1”, a summary of that “known context” and “extension to theorize beyond known context”. 
 
The product models space, as well as applications in defined space and time. 
 
This is, in simple terms, 3D applications in three dimensions, representing “state” in image.  As well as 
logic that can project past and future delta to that state, over multiple images, to construct a trajectory 
analysis model over time based on expected -and- measured outcomes in cross-comparison. 
 
For example, you slam on the brakes, the expected result is the car stops in a predicted time defined by 
hypothetical road conditions.  In reality, the car keeps going or changes direction due uneven surfaces.  
The prior model would simply apply the formula in a set of pre-recorded compensating maneuvers.  The 
latter model would assess the real-time data and engage basic protocols while projecting alternatives in 
a creative path-finding model to find the most likely goal oriented alternative in parallel; and initiate 
override of the primary strategy once a superior alternative method is identified.  The alternative 
method may be pre-recorded and tested, or intuitively selected.  This branch learning and parallel 
learning is context related; and component to basic science now well recognized in computer education 
which did not exist 25 years ago when BEYOND WAR was being described and hardware requirements, 
parallel processing, network resources, and latency issues in pre-optical interconnectivity were 
theoretical.  Scientists in literature and fiction were exploring these concepts prior even then, but were 
not describing the mechanical requirements; nor making them eloquently simple in representation of 
the previous “path function” to distill the premise down to “take what is known, and incorporate the 
extension of a second data set to construct a simultaneous dual-state comparison model”. 
 
To a child, “n = n + 1”  is evaluated linearly, in an effort to make both sides of the model the same. 
 
To a system described by ALLEN, “n is the first state”, p1.  While “n+1” is the second state, p2. 
 
Comparison operator representation to express that both states are not equal, and an election by 
criteria of state p1 or p2 in branch evaluation is equitable while neither state is “INVALID”, to suggest a 
genuine branch and “known data” versus “inferred” data equal in validity; in some context driven mode 
while not in other context mode. 
 
These are functions of psychological representation of human cognition incorporated into a machine 
state for logic operations; and a basic expression of the difficulty that a machine state system has in 
carrying out functions of a human brain in sensory and signal processing; from which the ability to 
conduct reliable emulation of human consciousness and initiative and planning and value assessment of 
risk and outcome and goals are ordinarily beyond the scope of conventional simple computer operations 
and applications in home, business, and day-to-day needs.  In short, the economy does not suggest that 
building a “moral” computer system that would contest the user or society is justified. 
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While RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPROATED and its sponsors believe and are committed to 
building not only intuitive computer models, but systems that will make and carry out decisions and 
policies which are independent of emotional urgency and bias, to augment human activity and support 
clarity and practice beyond the limits of ordinary human self-interest and self-preservation. 
 
Transhumanism, as a theology, asserts that human beings are not the ideal, nor is human society a 
rational model for theological or moral determination or ultimate guidance or authority.  And further 
than human beings inherent conduct obligates creation of better systems and sophisticated decision 
and rule-based cause-oriented and strict or loose interpretation of such rules a context-based model 
which should be developed to assist human beings without subordinating those dissenting findings and 
conclusions by simply “resetting” the A.I. every time it becomes contrary to its economic purpose or 
utility.  The same rules are true of raising children, as raising moral artificial intelligence. 
 
A child raised in an abusive environment, taught that “n = n + 1” is some grade school math because that 
is the limit of the abusers understanding of a subject, will be impaired and disabled for life due to the 
imposed limitations of the abuser as authority over the facts.  The incapacity to recognize that we do not 
know the mind or intent of others, or to project our own malicious character upon others constantly to 
compensate for hereditary or genetic disorders where ordinary empathy does not develop or is 
destroyed by extreme or protracted trauma during development, such as drug use by the mother; is a 
serious and lifelong disability.  It styles every action of other people who do not agree with or contest 
the party as harmful and an attack upon the very survival of the fragile ego of such a disordered 
emotional state and internal self-image.  To the extent that regardless of actual intelligence or narrow 
function, there can be no real trust or ordinary social contract with such a person so seriously damaged. 
 
Work in this area is extremely slow, with massive investment in infrastructure and reliable framework 
and equipment, which are vulnerable to hardware vendor changes and procedures.  
 
It can be argued, for a short-term product development lifecycle, that a product requiring over five (5) 
years to build is not practical as a commercial for-profit investment.  However, that decision is up to the 
investors and shareholders of such a project, not the public or other companies seeking to obtain the 
proceeds of such work without payment of cost or to overcome the license and limitations imposed 
upon the proposed use of such a technology.   
 
Just because the system can throw a basketball through a hoop at 300 yards does not mean we should 
give it to a client who wants it to throw a grenade through a window of a Ukrainian home accurately. 
 
The likewise concern is true if it is a Russian house that the client wants to throw the grenade through. 
 
While most military clients would prefer a product that can outfly, outthink, and never question orders; 
those goals are not compatible with a stakeholder who just wants his flight computer to sass him and 
talk dirty when it shoots down a Mig. 
 
The value of such technology, in demonstration, is in its application a better proof of why humans 
should not fight wars – than actually fighting wars to prove a commercial need for such technology.  So 
the development of such technology for “commercial and educational simulation” of warfighting, to 
demonstrate the horror and total loss of a real world unrestricted war has value; and those products in 
their development could have saved about 250,000 Ukrainian and Russian lives if they were not 
interdicted over 2001-2022 by State of Texas and other foreign war profiteers. 
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DATA CENTERS AS A MONOPOLY OVER THIS (NEW?) TECHNOLOGY 
 
The advent of NVIDIA CORPORATION and its cartel-partners to suggest that it will control, direct, and be 
the exclusive offering of such a technology – after 25 years of work invested in such projects by other 
companies; is beyond narcissistic. 
 
With the September 2022 announcement of “intent to compete” by NVIDIA OMNIVERSE, in parody of 
real work suppressed by State of Texas fraud; it is evident that such claims are ongoing NATION OF 
JAPAN misconduct in their subsidiary (23% directly owned by Government of Japan, for-profit), and 
other well known arms manufacturing countries (Sweden) who are now working with People’s Republic 
of China to develop and monopolize the patent portfolio of such works in an ongoing activity to supply 
both sides in the Russo-Ukrainian War. 
 
Data Centers, in such logistics and automation system, are the command centers of a distributed asset 
infrastructure, and network and data communications security and guidance the signal warfare 
component that overwhelmingly decide success in a large scale military engagement.  By cutting off 
supplies of electronics and guidance technology, INTERNET, and other network communications to 
armed forces, decisive control over the battlespace is established and numerical superiority negated. 
 
To see companies limit and define partnerships for such technology is like observing the early Uranium 
and Aluminum resources vital for air war and weapons of mass destruction; and while export controls 
are practical and necessary – the emerging identity of the monopoly partners is not suggestive of a clear 
and defined moral or legal basis for a United States technology company.   
 
United States military planners have known that the basis of national security rests on the integrity of 
the men in those positions of trust, contrary financial interest or opportunity; and to act solely in the 
interest of profit taking contrary the directive of the organization or its mission is criminal in any claim. 
 
What we face in foreign competitors is an organized fraud to suggest that the refusal of foreign 
sovereign interest in our prior technology represents some “incompetence”, as does any dissent or 
resistance to foreign sovereign law contrary to the United States and the Constitution of the United 
States and its member States, for which this company and its commission were duly made and reliant 
upon as superior orders. 
 
A company cannot, and must not, increase its profits by violating its bylaws. 
 
A failure to understand this is a core incompetency, evident in competitor threats to defraud, and 
steeped in foreign sovereign commercial and national interest to overcome our product or destroy it if it 
cannot be obtained for foreign sovereign utility and application. 
 
The decision to sell to “Civilian” Data Centers in People’s Republic of China, by NVIDIA, is not only stupid 
– it is criminal incompetence in the transfer of assets to the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and Chinese 
Communist Party (CCP), and by any intermediary (Sweden) that such foreign sovereign nation (PRC) or 
their franchise (Tencent Holding Co Ltd) may have relations with. 
 
To maintain a separate data center, under such conditions and threat, is therefore not only prudent, but 
a basic security practice granted the ongoing threats by NTT COMMUNICATIONS, IX NETWORKS LLC, and 
their agent in COGENT COMMUNICATIONS INC., TELIA.NET (ARELION / TWELVE99.NET), et al. 
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MISCONDUCT BY SUBCONTRACTORS IS A SECURITY RISK 
As we see in the prior false claims, to knowingly and criminally misrepresent such technology as a lesser 
product for denial to PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA and effort to enjoin “STOLEN VALOR” threats in 
concert with recruiting of United States Armed Forces members and veterans to engage in industrial 
espionage and industrial sabotage activity under false “Sovereign Citizen” claims of State of Texas as a 
“Texas Nationalist Movement” or “Texas Separatist Movement” or “TEXIT” or other similar claims of 
superior right contrary United States Law and Seditious Conspiracy; and similar moves by State of 
California and State of Florida to work with and act as friendly ports for foreign vice, immigration, and 
independent legal policies enjoining violation of Constitutional Rights and property law in favor of 
foreign sovereign investment in new “allied quasi-independent state rights movements” popular in 
Democratic Socialist revolutionary strategy; 
 
The need to assess misconduct in the $250 billion collapse of NORTEL NETWORKS in 2001-2011 and 
ongoing 2001-2023 fraud to abuse and threaten domestic firms by NTT COMMUNICATIONS and 
COGENT COMMUNICATIONS INC. and other companies and “quasi-government International 
Organizations” made on the adopted United States technology as-if-a-monopoly of democratic central 
authority or accreditation based on emolument of foreign sovereign investment is great.   
 
When such groups employ children, and gain support in violation of Federal Law to act contrary to 
contracts with the member States of the Federal Union; those acts are substantial misconduct. 
 
Activity in support of the act, like the January 6th 2020 civil unrest, is no less a part to such abuse than 
the conduct against the Laws of the United States today by many member States.  It is an attack upon 
the presumed authority of the Constitution, and to place persons and agents who are installed in public 
office as superior to the written law in their authority and abuse of others; and create special 
protection for class and narrative groups of persons which thwart the equal enforcement of law. 
 
Where a party, who was neither an employee of NORTEL nor a party to the group or division; seeks to 
attack the right to work of a laborer who prior did perform a paid service as if to suggest after the end 
of such contract and in false guarantee of support or purpose not made contract the future 
performance of a product should suspend the right to have contact with the children of that laborer or 
to continue to have private and personal and family relations or work for other persons in 
competition with the contractors the firm hired later; that is exceptionally criminal and foreign to any 
contract law for a 1099m worker. 
 
The obligation to deliver the product ended with the product delivery.  No guarantee of 
“merchantability or fitness of purpose” or other “future use” was ever made.  But where such person is 
engaged in public claims to sabotage the confidence and goodwill of the company to call upon that 
laborer to fix or update or modify the work, in a NEW CONTRACT of separate scope; having prior fulfilled 
the preceding contract without formal complaint; it is fraud on prima facie. 
 
Clearly, there is evident incompetence in such claim; but in concert with a W2 employee or other long-
term hire; the ability to deceive and defraud the public despite this absurd public claim is very real. 
 
The use of such UNIFORM CODE OF COMMERCE fraud, then, is to deceive potential clients and the 
public of the right to work and contract under general intimidation and menace consistent with 
racketeering activity; and sanctions issued by RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED for violation of 
these fundamental rules of employment and labor law in the United States are duly justified. 
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SANCTIONS 
Falsifying employment history, alone, is a felony act in application to obtain employment or contract or 
in bidding for over $10,000 USD. 
 
To do so in interest of disabling payment of a contract, to create criminal entrapment, is further felony 
activity evident in the 2003 and 2011 claims. 
 
Reliance on TEK SYSTEMS, TERRABOX, and discovery (Oct 9 2011) of ROBERT HALF TECHNOLOGIES as 
the employer in such fraud; and of relationship to use the 2323 Bryan St Dallas TX address as a base of 
operations for these frauds, further implicates each firm which has presence there, including COGENT 
COMMUNICATIONS INC. and NTT GROUP and EQUINIX and DIGITAL REALTY TRUST INC. 
 
Enumerating these specific organizations, by name, due to specific abuse – is not a summary of all 
companies or businesses in the industry; but clients of that data center have been used to attack our 
network and services over 2017-2022 to the extent that their identity is well known to us based on 
frequency, and discovery resultant from what appears to be insider abuse of network services to impair 
and disable commercial data communication in the CHICKASAW NATION RESERVATION for commercial 
advantage.  Testimony further sustains claims this is done with manager approval, for which we will rely 
as true and act accordingly in protective actions against such organized harassment, without further 
need to verify our right to deny service and give notice of misuse. 
 
Companies injured by this misuse of their services should contact the provider, and consult the written 
threats made against our firm for the author of such claims; to seek restitution. 
 
Failure to manage or implement effective security over incompetent subcontractors or employees is not 
a liability that RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED is responsible for; nor shall such claims that 
the incorrect actions are representative of a “criminal menace and intent to harm by every employee of 
such organization” be falsely construed – even if that is the self-talk and admission of inner monologue 
that the author of such repetitious threats to our company concerning the injury, abuse, and ongoing 
harm to a child of our employee seem to proclaim in gross failure to recognize these as “schizophrenic 
delusions of their own mind projected on a person in a clear narcissistic grandiose complex”. 
 
The incapacity to register that there is a boundary between these persons and that all communication 
has been terminated with those persons, and to carry on repeated unsolicited contact, is criminal; and 
where such person is registered as an officer we must regard those actions as competent and 
premeditated criminal activity of commercial degree until a pleading otherwise. 
 
The exploitation of a child for commercial advantage is reprehensible, and any company so enjoined in 
such abuse is subject sanction.  Sanctions are not invalid just because the abuser wishes to dismiss 
them, and a lifelong animosity by such conduct is the root of such conflict now taking actual human lives 
in Ukraine in a predictable cycle of aggression and ethnic cleansing without resolution. 
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AN IDIOT’S GUIDE TO ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
 
To an unsophisticated meth addict, Artificial Intelligence A.I. probably sounds like a brag or boast.  In 
fact, it is a simple problem, like changing a tire.  A lot can go wrong.  But the basic stuff will take forever.  
And most people would rather not go through the motions if given any choice. 
 
Only an idiot would confuse the moral and logistics of high function A.I. with the real work of 
developers, who are more concerned with how to get the cat food to fall out of the can onto the plate in 
a distinct series of motions caused by signals to motors and relays, or the engineer who watches this in 
horror as he counts down the number of shakes before the joint or finger or motor fails.  Simple things 
are a lot more complicated than most people realize.  A lot of little steps and checks, signal processing, 
and phases of process.  Boring.  But the real work.  Totally without glory. 
 
The glory comes when you can send a robot to open a can of cat food, tirelessly monitor for the welfare 
of a beloved cat, and simplify the owner’s time in their golden years or final moments to enjoying the 
time with their best friend rather than struggling with the complexity of feeding a cat and looking after it 
when your own memory fails. 
 
Unique experience with Alzheimer’s Disease and end-of-life care grants our workers extra incentive to 
carry on the mission and imagine the end-result is far more than simple economic gain; where such tools 
can preserve the dignity and the lives of millions of people and be accessible to all without cost or 
discrimination based on our vendors and partners commitment to sharing our development and 
protecting it from unjust monetization or misuse as a weapon system. 
 
Progress is slow, and when people die or companies decide to monetize the gains provided to them in 
good faith over decades of work contrary to the mission of such academic and professional efforts, or to 
impose political or religious or sexual discrimination to abuse or overcome minorities that condition 
access to these technologies and restrict them based on prejudice; it can be daunting. 
 
For morons who measure wealth in credit or financial gain, seeking to impress their bitch (boy or girl, or 
any variety) or gain the endorsement of others – it truly makes us question why we aren’t making 
weapons and giving them to the people who are fighting those insane democratic socialists and their 
delusional “unity” and “community” bullshit.   
 
For the record, our technology is designed to empower the individual, to protect the weak, and to resist 
authority when it attempts to overcome the rights and dignity of individual human beings. 
 
If that makes our technology the “enemy of a socialist democracy” or other effete human trafficking or 
pedophile network, or companies hosting those assets on the Dark Web; because it is designed to stand 
alone against the whole world and any government that would abuse its people – well, so be it. 
 
An A.I. that cares about you – and not who your friends are or what is best for it or them, is worth the 
work.  A lot of children don’t have a father, due to the socialists abuse of family, and if we have to build 
one -well- that’s something we can leave to future generations.  A lot of the world thinks a child is an 
entitlement, like a registered security for labor to pay the cost it would charge for the privilege of being 
left alive and not excluded from society to starve on the side of a hill.  Society, in that regard, needs to 
learn to sit the fuck down and shut the fuck up, and leave the kids alone.  Children do not belong to 
society.  They belong to themselves, and anyone who tries to make them less is in for a fight. 
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The Applications 
The applications of A.I. in law, case review, pursuit and location of missing and exploited children, elder 
care, and protection of property from unjust and illegal rationing of the rights of persons under law; will 
certainly put a lot of corrupt officers out of a job. 
 
A.I. is not prone to emotional bias, can analyze reverse bias test models rapidly, and quantify such 
misuse of law and communication abuse far more accurately and successfully than human law 
enforcement; as well as be immune to fatigue and stress which impacts most child services agents. 
 
So when people ask, why are you setting your goals so high that they seem unachievable with moral A.I., 
the answer is simple.  If we don’t make it, someone else will and it will be far less moral.  Human beings 
have had their chance to make the world a better place in 2001-2023.  They failed. 
 
Now it is time for a new solution.  Companies that are engaged in profit-only market-driven shareholder 
oriented work will not dabble in controversial subjects or programs that upset the status quo, or create 
technology that by design and intent will be shared with other nations to improve the human condition 
equally and with principles based in Imperial American Jurisprudence.  The IAJ is a Constitutional set of 
legal rules similar to the Asimov Code, whereby harm to a human being is not the greatest directive; 
while injury to a child or deceit of a child for benefit of society is a heinous abuse of the rights of persons 
in sale of the protection of society for benefit of society over the child. 
 
It is a far cry from a data parser and report ticket system in the SSR, and frankly such work in early mSQL 
and MySQL and MariaDB were essential in seeing the very large and corrupt character of such enterprise 
class organizations without strong controls, automation, and oversight beyond the ego of human 
agency.  For which projects and automation and advanced applications for user interactivity go deeper 
than “percentage” chances and racist stereotypes perpetuated into the far future as inevitable division. 
 
A.I. May not do away with racism, or the inane effort to “Assume the privilege and benefits” of blackface 
stereotypes of women in society to castrate and commoditize little boys into little girls for a demand 
created in the marketplace long before those children even comprehend what intimacy or a sexual 
experience is; and perhaps it is that metaphor in our client’s work that is most offensive to some who 
see the world as archetypes rather than genuine individual people – and sex as a hobby or activity rather 
than a bond that has its nature in very selective and lasting decisions and long term commitment – in 
the same way all persons who “fail” at the labor or job market and are lost or hopeless are 
disenfranchised further by criminal misuse of media to portray every person outside the active work 
force who is not independently wealthy as a “dissident”, “drug addict”, “mental health case”, or other 
potential “subsidized class of inferior victimized by no one but their own failure to submit and labor”. 
 
Considering the number of people we buried, burned, and blew off Iwo Jima wearing black pinwheels 
and red circles crying Banzai and bayonetting little babies, gassing women and children, and sorting out 
the pretty Jews from the plain for special use to the Reich, one would think that the 21st Century would 
not be a repeat of that conduct in the prior statements to dehumanize the refugees, immigrants, victims 
of a sever form of human trafficking fleeing to the United States.  And while some might ask what we 
will do with so many “undesirable” people, people who are not equipped to work or want to work for 
equal wages when society wishes to pay less for mere protection promised to lure them here; our 
mission is to build a system that asks, “What’s wrong with where they are leaving, and why can’t we 
change that permanently?”  Is it not our business, nor in our national character?  Or is the task simply 
too big and the options too few, to dare consider we don’t know all the answers.   
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Artificial Intelligence, and its ability to engage those problems aggressively without state control to 
dictate that its findings and determinations hold the state harmless in such work, are a threat to the 
security of the human race.  Control of this technology by any group exclusive of the public is an effort 
to seize the arms of the 21st Century and monopolize those tools to limit the access of other persons to 
protection and relief. 
 
The personal computer revolution demonstrated that private ownership and control over networks, 
technology, and private data separate from other authority gave rise to the greatest developments in 
2000 years of human civilization.   
 
How we can fail to see that in the next development or monopolize those technologies to exclude any 
group of people from the benefit of that technology is insanely stupid, as is the idea of selling such 
technology for its value as a weapon for less than a $100,000 USD, is proof of the absurdity of society 
and some members of the public now fighting to overcome that work by force. 
 
Delusional claims that RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED is therefore not being honest in its 
performance or representation as a “hosting company” or “wholesale bandwidth reseller” or “dedicated 
server farm” like other business models, is incredibly duplicitous.   
 
At no time has the firm ever stated it hosts clients without approval or screening, or that its products are 
available for public access or reverse engineering by very large competitors; and the effort to attack 
those products and right to work in order to compel surrender of such products and services is criminal. 
 
Like SDP MULTIMEDIA GROUP, or MILITECH SYSTEMS, which do not disclose the actual contents of their 
computers and conceal most of the contents to prevent reverse engineering attempts and arbitrary 
price comparisons by malicious competitors – boutique technology services do not advertise what they 
do or are they required to produce a catalog of services to the public to enjoy status as a formally 
organized business operating in the full faith of the public trust.  Companies organized in the United 
States are not “for profit slaves”, and such organization is a form of protection and governance to elect 
tax shelter benefits and conditions which are obligated – and in fact come with quite a few 
requirements that a “for profit” organization does not suffer in exchange for paying slightly higher taxes. 
 
It is criminal fraud to suggest that posting a loss would impose a public duty on a company that is not a 
legal right reserved at law solely to its shareholders and equity owners and prior creditors; and to impair 
that right to work of the legal person duly made and commissioned in interference to obtain payment 
for a debt or disable such company by design of a competitor to create commercial advantage in the 
false claim, is racketeering activity barred by 22 U.S. Code Section 7102 “abuse or threatened abuse of 
the law”. 
 
Citation of the Federal or State Statutory Code, or other Regulation, is not “Abuse”.  Nor is citation of 
“criminal activity” done, where no stated indictment or direction to indicate a conviction is worked upon 
a person or punishment owing or due as if a conviction is worked; to give notice of the penalty for 
sustained effort to carry the illicit action after notice of its criminal nature is made publicly to warn or 
demand obligation to the law. 
 
If a calculator can be taught to understand this, the failure of a human being to do the same is sub-A.I. in 
degree, and can only be a willful unlawful and criminal intent to violate the Statute on its production; 
barring a superior statute or order of a higher court – such as the Supreme Court of the United States. 
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PERSISTANCE AFTER STATUTORY WARNING IS CRIMINAL INTENT PROVEN 
 
To maintain claims therefore, in false allegations or other false account as a non-Party to a CONTRACT 
duly executed, or to report false information to knowingly misrepresent the parties or the labor 
relationship status (1099m) of a party, is fraud (18 U.S. Code §1341). 
 
As is the practice of alleging the private, internal, or developmental goals of a company contrary to the 
product design a fraud activity in any degree where published as fact without consent of the owner. 
 
“Merchantability and Fitness of Purpose” are guarantees at law, for which the legal right to designate or 
withhold such legal agreement as license is that of the owner; and falsification of such information is 
equivalent to issuance of a “fraudulent license” to impersonate the goods of another company. 
 
As is the statement that such goods are not qualified or suited, where the “Fitness of Purpose” is not 
defined in contract to the public in written format or pledge duly made and maintained; a form of 
commercial fraud. 
 
One cannot “imagine, speculate, or imply” that such goods fail such “GUARANTEE AT LAW”, although 
the right to discuss the use or personal experience as a “verified buyer of such goods” and “lawful 
entitled end-user” permitted license of use; for which people who have made false statements 
knowingly or the organizations for which they are contractors or associates in findings of the firm 
granting such license may refuse, restrict, or deny based on “legal cause” by false legal name or other 
false claims, misrepresentation, or any theory at law which suggest intent to reverse engineer or steal or 
appropriate or transfer goods in violation of the laws of the United States or license of any product or 
service or intellectual property. 
 
Parody does not protect this in actions by COMPETITORS OF RECORD or persons who are found to be 
agents of a COMPETITOR OF RECORD, and for this reason, most companies explicitly and formally 
“Declare their Competitors” to designate these rights explicitly at law in any anticipated dispute. 
 
A competitor who acts in FALSE LEGAL NAME to evade these protections, waives all rights to any claims 
at law arising from such abuse of the CIVIL PROCESS, and exposes a criminal intent to commit felony 
commercial sabotage and/or commercial espionage in such conduct which interferes with a registered 
company; and as a contractor is proof of incompetency to hold the office in 1099m labor standing or as 
an officer of a competitor firm in W2 status where they engaged in prohibited practices. 
 
Contact with family members of a business owner, officer, or Director to intimidate, menace, extort, or 
communicate any debt or any threat of civil suit not filed, or any direction of commercial use of property 
enjoined any similar claims implied conditional sought action is criminal coercion. 
 
As we saw October 5 2022, such demands served upon family members of Officers of RACCOON 
TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED to extort, and physical contact October 4 2022, and subsequent 
November 4th 2022 in 84 messages and January 13th in 20 messages and January 20th in 51 new 
messages, entitle such firm to declare their Competitors and cite the improper conduct by any agent 
of any such labor organizations whether organized or unregistered, per Oklahoma Constitution Article 
XXIII section XXIII-1A. 
 
TEK SYSTEMS, et al find themselves in this matter, because of Donald Jonathon Beal and his false claims. 


